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I.	 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
f	 Followinp a structural evaluation to establish prot`able failure limits.
I,	 a series of environmental tests involving temperature cycling, sustained
acceleration and vitiation were conducted on an 18-inch diameter solid rocket
motor. this motor had previously been subjected to over 320 hours of heat
sterilization at 275 0 E ac,r) emploved a flexible grain retention system to
accommodate this wide range of temperature.
Despite the fact that thermal, acceleration and vibration loads
representing a severe overtest of conventional environmental requirements were
imposed on the sterilizable motor, no structural failure of the grain or
flexible support system was detected. In view of this, the following
significant conclusion* are considered justified;
	
1.	 The flexible Frain retention syr,tem, which permitted
heat sterilization at 275 0F on the test motor, c,, an readily be adopted to
meet the environmental requirements of an operational motor design.
r
	
	 2.	 If further substantiation of structural integrity is
desired, the motor used in this test program is considered acceptable for,
static firing.
IT.	 INTRODUCTION
This report describes the -nalvsis and testing performed by the
Aerojet Solid Propulsion Company (ASPC) in order to determine realistic
failure limits for a heat sterilizable solid rocket motor. 'The program was
sponsored by the ._let Propulsion Laboratory under JPT, Contract 953848 as
an extension of the work ASPC bad performed under NASA Contract NASI-10861.
1
W
During the original program ASPC designed and built two 18 - inch diamet er
flight weight spherical motors which successfull y withstood over 320 hours
of sterilization at a temperature of 2750 F. One of these motors was
static fired and the second motor was selected for the environmental testing
program described herein.
One of the key features of these motors it a flexible grain retention
system which minimizes the loads imposed on the pro pellan •. grain during
t f , large temperature excursions associated with heat sterilization. The
btys' b^m had performed satisfactorily during sterilization cycles, but its
flexible nature was the subject of concern with respect to environmental
loads which might be expected during flight applications. The primary
objective of the additional investigation was to obtain design information
which would be of value in adopting, this system to operational use. The
actual program consisted of a structural analysis to determire approximate
failure loads for various test conditions followed by a series of thermal,
acceleration and vibration tests.
III.	 TEST MOTOR CONFIGURATION
The sterilizable motor tested in this program had an 18-inch diameter
spherical configuration as indicated in Figure 1. The thin wall titanium
chamber had been developed for another space motor application and the
insulation system was modified to incorporate a flexible r.,r *t retention
system. This consisted of splitting the thickness of tl,	 elation and
attaching the two parts through a number of circular discs oc rubber
impregnated glass cloth. By bonding the discs to the insulation in
alternate 13cations as indicated in Figure 2, a support system was obtained
which was very soft in the radial direction, but which had acceptable
stiffness to react shear loading.
1V.	 STRUCTURAL EVALUATION
Prior to performing, environmental tests on the motor, a structural
evaluation of the design was undertaken in order to determine approximate
2
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loan values at which failures mipht be anticipated. This evaluation
consisted of a limited material characterization test program on the
various bond s y stems combined with structural anal y sis of the actual
motor cont ip,uration.
	
In accordance with a prnpram ground rule, the
predicted failure limits were Lased on 50 percent probabilit y . This
is in marked contrast to conventional structural evaluations where
margins of safety are computed on the basis of 95 to 99 percent probability.
Superimposed upon these predictPd failure points wPrP the tWAPments of
the proposed Mars Sample Return Mission 	 fherefote, the goals of this
study were as follows:
1.	 Determine the points at which the motor tiniuld have a
50/50 chanc y of survival under conditions of low temperaterte, acceleration.
and vibrat ion.
.),	 Cornpat P these point s with those required by the propose('
Mar s WON Return Mi ssion.
3.	 Based on the data from 1 and ?, detetm'.ne test levels which
would demonst r at P the motors capabilit y in these three areas. The intent
is to demonst tat e that the St Pt i 1 i7Pd rocket motor system would successfully
withstand the 1PVP1R of test inp rPquKPd for the Mars Sample Return Mission.
A complete description of the testing and analysis conducted
during, the structural evaluation phase of the program is contained in
Technical Proptess Report No. ii. 97-Pk-1, dated .tune 1974. for convenience.
however, the important results and conclusions with respect to the various
envi —n—rital loadings are summarized below.
A.	 1111'RMAL LOADS
Based on analysis the critical area in the motor for thermal
fading is the Fond between the reinforced discs and the insulation.
Uncertaint y associated with the stress-tree temperature of the propellant
(1): "A feasibility Stud y
 of unmanned RenrIPZVOUS and Docking in Mars
Orbit", Martin Marietta coup, W. T. Scofield, program manager.
Prepared for A VL under contract #953746, June, 1974,
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after sterilization makes it difficult to accurately predict a low
temperature limit at which bond failure would be expected. l e ased on an
assumed complete shifting of the stress-free temperature to the maximum
sterilization temperature of 275 0F, however, a minimum temperature of
+ r, o F was selected for the first thermal cycling tests. 	 It was anticipate
that, should failure not occur d inP, this and the subsequent acceleration
and vibration tests, additional thermal testing to a lower temperature
might be conducted. 	 the requirements for the Mars Sample Return is -100F.
B.	 St1STAINF.D ACCHYRATIt1N
Acceleration loads provide the prime reason for having the
grain retention discs in the design. The loads ate principally reacted
tangentially by those discs which ate aliened in the plane perpendicular
to the acceleration vector. By using a large numher of discs, uniformly
spaced over the spherical case. the sys t em is nearly Omni-directional and
the grain response is similar in most directions.
For sustained deceleration, as opposed to vibration or shock
i
acceleration, the bond shear stresses have been calculated as it the grain
were free to move without any restraint other than the retention discs.
I It had been previously calculated that a longitudinal acceleration of 19 p,
could be sustained for one minute before the grain would contact the case,
offsetting, the thermal shrinkage pap. Support from the case would reduce
the load proportion supported by the retention discs, in effect adding the
spring rate of the grain itsel f to the spring rate of the discs.	 however,
in predicting the bond shear failure envelope, support from the case was
i
ignored. Figure 3 shows the sustained acceleration as function of time-
to- failure for the 50/50 failure probability. Typical acceleration capa-
bilities ate as follows:
I second	 55 g
1 mi nut a	 38 P,
1 day	 20 g
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tIt is apparent that a test condition meeting the 5O/50 failure target cannot
be ivasc.nabl y alt& :ced.	 In view of this a nominal teat condition of 20 r,'a
tot one mi nut r- was selected. "rhi s value is consi rlet Pd to tie w e ll above
that requirP+f by the Mara `;amble Return T equirement which is '10p for 22ms.
C.	 VIBRAi*ION
Vibration is a special c ase of a(celetation, wherein t ,, TPSponse
intetacts to amplif y the input acceletation. Therefore, the g ame ailure
limits as wf-te determined for sustained acceleration can t,e emplo ed for test
env i ► onme ►,r rri tint ia. However, ralculat Ion of teat input condIt" 3ns regrtirPd
to arhic-ve the Iatpet 50/ 1,0 failurp lit ol)ahiIit y would involve ac extensive
j	 analysi! along with special mat etial chat actetization test inp.	 The more
t	
Orect approach is to Measure the toshonse levels in a sine ^.ttvev at a lo-w
j	 acceletatioil.	 'this can he used 10 di- tc , ► mtne the amp IiIiraIt'oil factor as a
l
fu,trt ion n  frerluenc • v, al Iowi np t he pt P(1i rt ion of t e5portSC- as a f unrt ion of
input.	 In this wa%, time-to-failure ran he calculat Pd (corn the resonant
f T equenriPS and the test input acrelc-t at ions can he calculated from the ')0/ ')0
failure probabilit y acceleration at that time-to-failure point. un the basis
of the above rational, it was decided to Pstahlish vihtation input limits
after Pvaluatinp. the lo! , level sine survP , test results.
V.	 I F.S'I RLSULTS
F:nvi ronment al t est i np of the motor was conducted during, the period
from 28 Mai to 1; SPpteml+er l o7h.	 Individual Teports covering the thermal
and vibration tests have been snhmitt Pd previousI 
(2) . (3). 
but portions of
these TepnT15 have been ri , produced hel p for completeness.
(	 Results of The ► mal 'test inr	 Atilt' I'Pulinical I'top,ress Report 11 7-t'R-2.
lunP 197'4
(3)
"Vibration Pest Veport for the tit Prili7ahle Solid Rorlcer Motor No. 1".
ASIT Report dat o,d 23 Att t ,. tct 19711
t
A.	 INITIAL 'rHEkmm, TESTING
Starting on 28 May 1974 the motor was subjected to two cycles
between 77
0
F (25oC) and 5o F (-150C). one of which was conducted in 180F
(100C) increments. Gain bole measurements were taken at each step. A!
the final 50F (-1SoC) step, the motor was X-ray inspected and found tc be
a %a
	 free from structural damarp.
1. lest Conditions
The first cycle was conducted as plarncu, with two days
allowed for reaching thermal equilibrium, except where weekends imposed
additional soak time. Figure 4 shows the conditioning box temperature
as a function of time. The second cycle was delayed by an electrical
malfunction. but was otherwise completed as planned. 1he temperature-time
r.	 profile is given in Figure S.
2. 'rest Measurement s
The propellant grain was monitored for internal shape
changes at each temperature step. Two diameters and the internal length
were treasured. Figure 6 snows these measurements plotted against temp"ra-
ture, and indicates the sequence of temperatures and measurement locations.
It is ppar-ent that the data are not consistent, in that
the predicted free shrinkage is in some cases substantiated and in other
instances contradicr.ed or not repeated. The apparent reason for these
discrepancies is that the machined surfaces of the grain are not uniform
and the actual chanv. es are quite small. Somewhat more elaborate inspection
tooling, would be needed to assure adequate repeatability in measurement
location. Visual inspection of the propellant grain surface at 77 0F (2500
and 50 F (-150 C) revealed no changes.
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3.	 kadioetaphic Inspection
At the last temperature step (5 0F), the motor was packaged
with thermal insulation and delivered to the radiographic facility for X-ray
inspection. Radiographs were taken at 30-depree increments for each end, con-
centtatinp on tangential views of t)e bo ndlines. These were sopplpmpntpd
by
 centerline and ax Wl views. There were no indications of bond failure at
any location.
Direct measurement of the shrinkage pap was obtained from
the X-ra y films,	 fhe data shown in Figure 7 are representative and tend to
verify the free-shrinkape response of the grain to reduced temperature.
Extrapolation of the data to the zero-flap intercept might indicate apparent
"stress-frep" temperatures, except that the pre-sterilization gaps at
ambient temperature would also indicate stress-free temperatures in excess
of the cure temperature of 1350 F (570C). Thus, it is obvious that the
imperfect fit of the rubber insulation and retention s ystem components
created significant paps at the cure temperature. which allowed considerable
unrestrained grain expansion during sterilization heatup. This reduced the
amount of compression on the grain at the sterilization temperature of 2750E
(135 0C), thereby reducing, the inner bore deformations below predicted levels,
as indicated previcUsly. Tle as-east pap also correlates with the propellant
weight being less than that calculated.
N.	 ACCELERATION TESTING
Acceleration testing of the sterilizable motor was subcontracted
to Wvle Laboratories in Norco, California, and a copy of the test report
covering that test is contained in Appendix A. 	 In summary the motor was
mounted on a centrifuge and subjected to approximately 19 g's of lateral
acceleration for a period of one and one-half minutes. The test was con-
ducted on 11 .July 1 974 at an ambient temperature ranging from 50 to 900 F and
the reported accelerations were measured at the c.g. of the motor. Deflection
gages located as indicated in Figure A were continuously recorded during the
test and plots of deflection and acceleration measurements vs time are
contained in Figure 9.
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0
No visible damage to the motor was noted following the acceleration
test and subsequent radiographic inspection at ASPC indicated no changes
from the pre-test inspection results.
C.	 VIBRATION TESTING
During the period of 29 July through Q August 1974, Sterilizable
Motor No. 1 was subjected to a series of sinusoidal sweep and random vibra-
tion tests in accordance with the teat procedures and requirements specified
in ASPC test plan, "Vibration 'rest Plan for the Sterilizable Solid Rocket
Mot:or," stated 13 May 1974 (reference Appendix B).
the test motor was installed in a rigid magnesium vibration test
support fixture through a bolted attachment of the three motor mounting lugs
to the test fixture, and wo; maintained in a vertical "nozzle up" attitude
do-ring all phases of the vibration test program.
r
	
	
The sinusoidal and random vibration tests were conducted along
the thrust (X) and the transverse (Y) axis of the sterilizable motor at
ambient temperatures (750 to 850 F) in the ASPC Test Operations vibration
test facility.
The specific objectives of the Sterilizable Motor Vibration 'rest
Program were:
1. To determine the dynamic response characteristics of the
propellant retention system over a frequency range of 10 to 2000 Hz for both
thrust and transverse axis low-level (+1 to +3G) sinusoidal sweep input
excitation functions.
2. To evaluate the frequency response functions obtained from
the low-level sine sweep survey tests with respect to the results of the pre-
test motor stress analysis and determine the vibration test conditions that
would induce failure of the propellant retention system.
3. To determine the thrust and transverse axis sinusoidal and
random vibration test input spectra that would give the motor a 50/50 chance
of survival when subjected to the selected test input spectra.
17
4.	 To conduct sinusoidal and random vibration endurance tests
along each of the two orthogonal motor test axes using vibration input spectra
that would represent a reasonable overtest condition of the motor or meet the
Mats Sample Return requirements.
S. To conduct a comprehensive post-test radiographic inspection
of the motor and determine if the propellant retention s y stem Pxpetienced any
structural damage during the vibration test program.
Six crystal accelerometers were mounted on the vibration test
support and on, and within, the motor during, each phase of the two-axis
vibration test.s. One accelerometer was mounted on the test fixture immediately
adjacent to the 900
 motor mounting lug and was used as the input control
accelerometer during all phases of the two-axis motor vibration tests. one
accelerometer was mounted on the apex of the forward dome and another was
mounted on the aft dome adjacent to the noz7lP boss. Three accelerometers
were mounted at various axial distances along the propellant bore.
	
See
Figures 1 and 2 of Appendix B for accelerometer locations.
The responses of the six accelerometers were continuously recorded
on a nagnetic tape recorder during each sinusoidal sweep and random vibration
t est.
The acceleration response data recorded at the six accelerometers
during the sinusoidal survey and sinusoidal vibration qualification tests
were played back through a tracking filter (5 liz band width) onto an X-Y
plotter after completion of each sine sweep test. The input and response
data recorded during the sinusoidal sweep tests are presented in the form of
filtered acceleration versus frequency X-Y plots.
The acceleration resporse data of the six accelerometers were
continuously recorded on a magnetic g ape recorder during each 4-min random
vibratlusi test.
F.ach channel of taped recorded random response data was plavPd
back onto a loop recorder a-d 15-sec data loop was recorded. A power spectral
density analysis was performed on each 15-sec data sample using analyzer band
18
..
widths of 5 Hz from 20-120 Nz. and 50 Hz from 120-2000 Hz. The input and
response data recorded at each accelerometer during the random vibration
qualification tests are presented in this report in the form of Power Spectral
Density versus Frequency plots.
Visual inspections of the motor and test support fixtures were
condU_-ted immediately after completion of each major test phase conducted in
each of the two motor test axes. Bolted attachments of the exciter-to-fixture
and test motor-to-fixture were inspected visually and bolt torque cho ckrt were
made after each test to ensure that the measured vibratory re,;ponses represented
the dynamic response behavior of the motor and were not influenced by changes
in the structural attachment of the motor to the fixture, or the fixture to
the electrodynamic exciter.
A summary of the spec i .ic tests and the test sequence is indicated
in Table 1.
Table 1
SUMMARY OF VIBRATION TESTS
Teat Axis Test Type 'rest	 Date
Transverse Y + 1-G Sine Sweep Survey Test, 29 .July 1974
10-2000 Hz,
	 1 oct/min
Thrust W + 1-G Sine Sweep Survey Test, 30 July 1974
10-2000 Hz,	 1 oct/min
'thrust W + 3-G Sine Sweep Survey Test, 30 .July 1974
20-2000 diz,	 1 oct/min
Thrust W Sine Sweep Vibration Qualifi- 5 August 1974
cation Test.	 + 7.5 G	 from
10-50 Hz,
	 and + 5.0 G from
50-200 Hz,	 1 oct/min
'thrust W 4-Min/Axis Random Vibration 7 August 1974
Qualification Test,	 20-2000 liz,
8.51 G-RMS Overall
Transverse Y 4-Min/Axis Random Vibration R August 1974
Qualification Test, 	 20-2000 diz,
8.55 G-RMS Overall
Transverse Y Sine Sweep Vibration Qualifi- 8 August 1974
cation 'rest,	 +	 7.5	 G	 from
10-200 fiz,
	
1 oct /min
Transverse Y Post-test + 1-G Sine Sweep 9 August 1974
Survey Test,	 25-150 h7,
1 oct /min
Complete Motor Radiographic	 Inspection 12 August	 1974
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1I .	 Principal Q esult4 of Thrust (X) Axis Tests
The principal results obtained during the thrust (X ► axis
+ 1-G, and 4 3-G sine sweep survey tests, and during the thrust (X) axis
Sinusoidal Sweep Vibration Qualification rest are presented in the form of a
14 	 tabular sklrrtmary in 'fable 2.
Analysis of the frequency response data listed in fable 2
shows that the propellant mass responded principally as a rigid body with
respect to the compliance of the 33-disc rubber propellant retention system
when the motor was subjected to thrust axis sine sweep vibratory excitation.
The fundamental thrust axis resonant frequency of the propellant mass with
respect to the propellant retention system was about 100 Hz, witti a corres-
ponding dynamic amplification factor of about 10, when the motor was subjected
to the + 1-G sine sweep vibratory input level.
A thrust (X) axis + 3-G sine sweep survey test was conducted
after the + 1-G sine survey rest had been completed and the X-Y plots of
the + l-G sine survey response data had been analvzed. *"he objective of this
supplemental + 3-G sine sweep survey test was to obtain an estimate of the
rton-linearily in amplitude response that was expected to occur within the
33-disc rubber propellant retention s y stem. Analysis of the frequency and
acceleration amplitude response levels listed in g able 2 for propellant-
mounted accelerometers A-4-X, A-S-X, and A-6-X show that at the + 3-G input
level the resonant frequencies of the propellant mass decreased from about
100 11z at the _ 1-G input level to about 92.5 11z at. the + 3-G input level.
Similarly, the acceleration response level of about + 10 G (at 100 liz) at
the + 14; input level increased to + 20 G (at 92.5 Hz) at. the + 3-G input
level. If the propellant retention system was linear, a response amplitude
of about + 30-G would be expected at the propellant-mounted accelerometers
at the + 3-G input level,
A comprehensive evaluation of the results of the pre-test
stress analysis of the motor and propellant retention system was conducted
with respect to the results of the + 1-G and + 3-G thrust axis sine survey
20
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tests. The results of this comparative evaluation showed that the propellant
retention system was capable of withstanding a vibratory level of 30 G, how-
ever, the results of the stress analysis showed that the motor lug/bolt
attachment could onl y withstand a maximum motor response level of 25 G.
Structural failure of the motor lug,/bolt attachment war expected to occur
at a lowp r input level (+ 5 G) than failure of the propellant retention
system.
The guidelines used in the selection of thrust axis
and random vibration input spectrt were obtained frott the enclosure
to the letter from Mr. .John Mellin, Martin Marietta Aerospace, to
Mr. Don Udlock, JPL, dared 22 March 1974. The sinusoidal and randc.i
vibration input spectra cited in the subject letter were based on
estimated environmental levels for MAV (Mars Ascent Vehicle) in the
•	 URDMO (Mars Sample Return) mission. These test levels are as
follows:
Thrust Axis
Sinusoidal Vibration
'rest In ut S pectrum
Freq. Range	 Input Level
(Hz)	 (+ G
	
10-50	 7.5
	
50-200	 5.0
(Limited to 0.5" double
amplitude displacement)
Thrust Axis
kandom Vibration Test
Input S ectrum
Freq. Rane e 	 Input level
(HZ)	 (G /Nz)
20-200	 Increase at
3db/octave
200-1000
	
0.0;4
1000-2000	 Decrease at
6db/octave
—T8-.7	 rms overall
The thrust (X) axis sinusoidal vibration qualification
consisted of one sweep up from 10 to 200 in accordance with the above input
spectrum using a logarithmic sweep rate of one octave/min. The thrust axis
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Sinusoidal Vibration Qualification 'rest was followed by 4-min random vibtattoll
test that was conducted in accordance with the random vibration input spectrum
described at,ove. rhe principal results obtained during the thrust (X) axis
Sinusoidal Vibration Qualification Teat ate listed in Table 2 on a coml;atit,urr
basis with correfponding results obtained during the t.hrust W axis _ 1-G
and + 3-G sine sweep survey tests. The principal results obtained during
the thrust W axis Random Vibration Qualification rest are shown in fable 5.
Die sinusoidal vibration qualification test input spectrum
that was applied along, the thrust axis of the motor differed from the recom-
mended sinusoidal vibration input spectrum (Martin Marietta Aerospace) in t1le
frequency range of 50 to 200 llz.. The recommended sinusoidal vibration quali-
fication test input spectrum specified art
	 input level of + 7.5 G
from 10-200 llz. The sinusoidal vibration test input level that was applied
to the thrust axis of the motor in the frequency range of 50 to 200 Ilz was
+ 5-G.
I'he 4-min/axis random vibration qualification test of the
motor was conducted in accordance with the random vibration input. spectrum
that was described in the Martin Marietta Aerospace letter. dared 22 March 1074.
the principal results obtained durintr the 4-min thrust axis
random vibration qualification test are listed in tabular form in Table 5.
2.	 Principal Results of Transverse (Y) Axis rests
rhe principal results obtained during the transverse Y-axis.
± 1-G sine sweep survey test and the Y-axis Sinusoidal Sweep Vibration
Qualification 'lest are presented in tabular summary form in Table 3.
Analysis of the frequency response data listed in fable 3
shows that the propellant m-ss responded principally as a rigid body with
respect to the compliance of the 33-disc rubber propellant retention system
when the motor was subjected to transverse Y-axis sine sweep vibration
excitation.
4
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The fundamenta. resonant frequency of the propellant mass
with respect to the propellant retention system was 100 lsz, with a correspond-
ing dynamic amplification factor of 6.25-7.00, when the motor was subjected to
the transverse Y axis + 1-G sine sweep vibratory input level.
It should be noted that the fundamental resonant frequencies
recorded during the Y-axis + 1-C sine survey test: were similar to those
recorded during the thrust axis + 1-G sine survey test, namely 100 Hz, at
the propellant-mounted acceletometerf.
The dynamic amplification factors (9.8-10.1) recorded at
100 Hz at the three propellant-mounted accelerometers during the thrust (X)
axis ' 1-G sine survey test were appreciably higher than the corresponding
—	 i
dynamic amplification factors (6.27-7.00) recorded at 100 Hz during the
transverse Y-axis + 1-G Sine survey test. Table 4 was included in this
report as a convenience to the reader so that a comparison of responses of
the propellant-mounted accelerometers with respect to both thrust (X) axis
and tra:isvers• (Y) axis + 1-G sine sweep excitation could be made.
A similar evaluatior of the results of the pre-test stress
analysis of the motor and propellant retention system was conducted with
respect to the results obtained from the transverse Y-axis + 1-G sine
sweep survey test. The results of this comparative evaluation showed that
the motor lug/bolt attachment, the propellant and propellant retention system
wre capable of withstanding the + 7.5 G (from 10-200 14z) sinusoidal
vibration qualification environment cited in the Martin i'arietta Aerospace
letter, dated 22 March 1974. The results of the pre-test sLress analysis
showed that the mot.ar lug/bolt attachment, the propellant, and the propellant
retention system could withstanJ a motor vibratory acceleration level of
+ 30 G. It was estimated, based on the observers non-linear behavior of the
propellant retention system, that the 3 propellant-mounted accelerometers
would not (on a 50/50 chance basis) exceed + 30 G if the recommended + 7.5 t;
(from 10-200 Hz) were applied to the transverse Y axis of the motor. The
results of the pre-test stress analysis showed that the motor anc the propellant
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retention system were capable of withstandi,ig the random vibration q'
cation test input spectrum recommended for the Mars Sample Return
mission.
The sinusoidal sweep vibration qualification test a
random vibration qualification test were conducted in accordance wit'.
vibration input spectra cited in :he Martin Marietta Aerospace lette
are as follows:
Transverse Y Axis	 Transverse Y Axis
	
Sinusoidal Vibration	 Random Vibrat ion
	_ Test In ut Spectrum
	
Test Input Spectra
Fr . Range	 Input Level
	 Freq. Range	 Input level
	Nz)	 + G
	
NZ
	
(C^ ll z
	10-200	 7.5
	
20-200	 Increase at 3db/oct.
	
(Limited to 0.5" double
	 200-1000	 0.054
	
amplitude displacement)
	
1000-2000	 Decrease at 6db/oct.
(8.7 G-rms overall)
The principal results obtained from the Y-axis Sinusoidal Sweep
Vibration Qualification "Pest and the Random Vibration Qualification are
listed in Tables 3 and 5, respectively.
The last test that was conducted during the Sterilizable
Motor Vibration 'rest Program was the Transverse Y axis Sinusoidal Sweep Vibra-
tion Qualification Test. After this test was completed, X-Y plots of all 6
accelerometer data channels were made from tape playbacks of the taped recorded
data. Examination of these six X-Y plots showed an anomoly in all 6 accelerometer
functions that couldn't be explained in terms of non-linear response behavior
that had been observed and characterized during, previous pheses of this rest
provram. The principal reason for characterizing the responses of the
propellant-mounted accelerometer as an anomoly was that the decrease in
resonant frequencies from about 100 Ilz at the + 1-G input level to about 57 Ilz
at the + 7.5 G input was considered to be greater than was expected on the
basis of non-linear behavior.
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It was suspected at this time that some of the 33 rubber
propellant retention discs could have experienced damage during, 4-min Y axis
random vibration qualification tests that had immediately preceded the Y axis
sinusoidal qualification test. 	 In an attempt to test this hypothesis, 15-sec
data samples from the 1st 15-sec period and the last 15-sec period of the
4-min Y axis random vibration test were subjected to Power Spectral Density
analvsPs. the two sets of P.S.D. plots were compared (See Table 5) and
it was concluded that no significant difference in response was evident from
this data comparison. The two sets of Y-axis random P.S.D. plots were
compared with the results of the Y-axis 1-G sine sweep survey test, and again
no significant difference in dynamic response characteristics could be
detected. It was concluded that the motor and propellant retention had not
experienced any structural damage during any of the previous vibration tests,
including the Y-axis random vibration, that had been conducted prior to the
Y-axis Sine Sweep Vibration Oualification 'rest.
In an attempt to further test this hpothesis, a post-test
+ 1-G sine sweep survey test was conducted along the Y-axis of the motor
over a frequency range of 25-150 Ilz using a logarithmic sweep rate of one
octave/min. The objective of the post-test Y-axis 4 1-G sine sweep survey
test was to determine if the res,t's of this survey test would be similar to
the results of the initial Y-axis r 1-G sine survey test that was conducted on
29 July 1974. The results of the post-test and ir:tial Y-axis 4 1-G sine
sweep survey tests are summarized as follows:
Accelerometer
Designation
Accelerometer
location
Initial
	 (29 July	 74)
 Axis + 1-G Sine
Survey
	 Test
Post-Test	 (9 Aug,	 714)
Y-Axis + 1-G Sine
Survey Test
F reg. (117) level( 4 G) Freq.(Ilz) level(+(;)
100 6.25 4z 2.3A-4-Y Forward Propellan,
Bore
A-5-Y Center	 Propellant 100 7.0 41 3.8
Bore
A-6-Y Aft	 Propellant 102 7.0 43 4.6
Bore
2)
i	 .^.nrrrrrr^^	 _	 L
Analysis of the results presented in the above table shows
large differences in the resonant frequencies and dynamic amplification
factors of the + 1-G sine survey response functions of the 3 propellant-
mounted accelerometers during the initial and post-test Y-axis + 1-G
survey tests.
After the post-test Y-axis + 1-G sine survey had been
completed, the motor was subjected to a comprehensive radiographic inspection.
The results of the radiographic inspection showed no evidence of structural
ta , lure of the propellant. the liner bond s y stem, or the propellant retention
sy;item.
A rigorous explanation that would account for the large
decreases in resonant frequencies and corresponding dynamic response
levels that were observed during the Y-axis Sinusoidal Vibration Qualifica-
tion TPs t of the motor cannot be offered at this titre.
D.	 FINAL THERMAL TESTING
Since no detectable damage was incurred during the three tests
described above, a more severe thermal cycle was added to the program to
see if the low temperature limit could be further extended. Following the
radiographic inspection at the conclusion of the vibration test, the mot-r
was subjected to shock cooling at -100 F and held at that environmental
temperature for 48 hours. No measurements were made during this test but
X-rays taken at the end of the test with the grain still at -10 oF revealed
no separation of the bonded surfaces. The final testing was concluded on
15 September 1974 and the motor was placed in storage at 800F.
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1.0	 PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to present ''he procedures used,
and the -esults obtained in the performance of a test program.
The test program was conducted to determine conformance of
one SVM-3 Rocket Motor, Part No. 1150644, Serial No. 1, to
the acceleration test set forth in Reference 2. 1, in accordance
with Reference 2.2.
2.0	 REFERENCES
2. 1	 Aerojet Solid Propulsion Company Purchase Order No. S-115883,
dated 14 June 1974.
Z. 2
	
Aerojet Solid Propulsion Company Test Specification ,lo. DPT-
1197-0574, "Acceleration Test Specification for SHM Propellant
Grain and Grain Retention System", dated 28 May 1974.
3.0	 MANUFACTURER
Aerojet Solid Propulsion Company
Sacramento, California
4.0	 SUMMARY
4. 1 One SVM-3 Rocket Motor was subjected to the acceleration test
set forth in the referenced specification, and described in detail
in this report.
4. 2	 Acceleration testing was performed in accordance with the require-
ments of the referenced specification.
4. 3	 There was no visible evidence of damage to the specimen as a result
of the test conditions.
4.4	 At the conclusion of the test, the specimen was shipped to Aerojet
Solid Propulsion Company, Nimbus, California.
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5. 0
	
TEST CONDITIONS AND TEST EQUIPMENT
5. 1	 Ambient Conditions
5. 1. 1	 Unless otherwise specified herein, all tests required by the 	 -
specification were performed at an atmospheric pressure of
29. 92 3 1.0 inches of mercury absolute, d temperature of
70 + 20 F, and a relative humidity of 60% or less.
5. 2	 Instrumentation and Equipment
5. L. 1	 Measuring and test equipment utilized in the performance of
this contract have been calibrated by the Wyle Laboratories
Standards Laboratory, or a commercial fatality utilizing
reference standards (or interim standards) whose calibrd -
tion has been certified as being traceable to the National
Bureau of Standards. 	 All reference standards utilized in
the abuve calibration system are supported by certificates,
+► reports, or data sheets attesting to the date, accuracy. and
conditions under which the results furnished were obtained.
All subordinate standards, and measuring and test equipment
are suppor ted by like data when such information is essential
to achieve the accuracy control required by the subject con-
tract.
5.1.2
	 Wyle Laboratories attests that the commercial sources pro-
viding calibration services on the above referenced equipment,
other than the National Bureau of Standards, are in fact capable
of performing the required services to the satisfaction of the
Wyle Laboratories Quality Control Department. Certificates
and reports of all calibrations performed are retained in the
Wyle Laboratories Quality Control files and are available for
inspection upon request by the customer or government repre-
sentative.
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	 TEST CONDITIONS AND TEST EQUIPMENT
5.2.3
	 Test Equipment
Last
Manufacturer	 Calibration Wyle
Apparatus	 and Model No.	 Description	 Date	 Number
5. 2. 3. 1 Acceleration Test
Centrifuge Wyle 0 to 25g System 5348
0-50 rpm
t	 Electronic Hewlett- Packard To 100K Hs 4-23-74 30610
If 	 Counter 521CR
Voltmeter Ballantine 0 to lOvdc 4-12-74 3321
320
Digital Fluke 0 to 20 vdc 12-27-73 30207
Multimeter 8000A
Power Supply Electronic Meas. 0 to 36 vdc 2-5-74 5405
TR036-0. 2
Oscillograph CEC 0. 25 to 6 0! " /sec 4-20-74 51004
5-124 1,	 10 k 100TL/sec
Decade Resistor Gen. Rad-o To IOK ohm 4-20-74 30063
1432N
Wheatstone Leeds & Northrup To IOK ohm 3-13-74 3325
Bridge 47,35 
Galvanometer Honeywell 0.001 ma/mm 6 -13 -74 2343
I
104WIG
Galvanometers CEC 21. 7 my /in. System 9656^:'
(4) 7-319 calih. 5882:
7496*
4156*
* Serial Number
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5.0	 TEST CONDITIONS AND TEST EQUIPMENT
5.2.3
	
Test Equipment ( continued)
Last
Manufacture r Calibration W yle
Apparatus and Model No. Description Date Number
Galvanometer CEC 4. 67 my /in System 508DT*
7-31S calib.
Gaalvanometer CEC 3.23 v/in. System 4780'
7-362 calib.
Temperature Leeds b Northrup -100 to + 30OF 4-3-74 31286
Recorder Speedomax
The following equipment was rented from Datacraft, Inc.
Accelerometer CEC 0 to 25g 6- 17-74** 6244*
4-202-001
Balance Unit Electro Instr. 0 to 22 vdc System --
BIZ calib.
Attenuator Electro Instr. -- System - -
B12 - 853- 1B calib.
*Serial Number
**Datacraft, Inc. Calibration Certificate is included herein as Exhibit 1,
Page ?4
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6.0	 REQUIREMENTS, PROCEDURES, AND RESULTS
6.1	 Receiving Inspection
Tc!q t by:	 N. Z. Schmitz
Performed:	 11 July 1974
:. 1
	
Performance Criteria Requirements
There shall be no visible evidence of damage to the specimen
upon receipt at Wyle Laboratories. Identification information
shall be complete and in conformance with the shipping docu-
ments.
6. 1.2	 Test Procedure
Upon arrival at Wvle Laboratories, and prior to any testing, the
specimen was visually examined for evidence of damage which
may have been incurred in shipment.
Identification information on the specimen was checked for
completeness and conformance with the shippiL•,g document.
Results of the visual examination, with identification information,
were recorded on the appropriate test 3ata sheet.
6. 1. 3	 Test Results
There was no visible evidence of damage tv the specimen upon
receipt at Wyle Laboratories.
Identification information on the shipping document designated
tF a unit as a SVM-3 Rocket Motor, Part No. 1150644, Serial
1 No. 1. No identification information appeared on the specimen.
The receiving i.-tapectton test data sheet is incli:dcd in this report
as Page 11.
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6. 0	 REQUIREMENTS, PROCEDURES, AND RESULTS
6.2	 Acceleration 'Pest
Test by:	 N. E. Schmitz
Started:	 11 July 1974
Completed:	 11 July 1974
6.2. 1	 Performance Criteria Requirements
Reference 2. 2
The specimen shall complete the acceleration test with no visible
evidence of damage.
During the acceleration test, functional parameters as described
below, were recorded on a direct writing oscillograph.
6...., .'
	 Test Procedure
The rocket motor was delivered to Wyle Laboratories with four
linear potentiometers attached to the propellant grain. The
potentiometer mounting was accomplished by personnel of
Aerojet Solid Propulsion Company (ASPC). Two of the potentiom-
eters were mounted to record extend data and two were mounted
to record retract data.
A rocket motor holding fixture, fabricated by ASPC, was attached
to the centrifuge arm. An accelerometer was attached to the fix-
ture at the center of gravity of the rocket motor. The radius of
gyration, from tlie center of the centrifuge to the center of gravity
of the rocket motor was measured to be 350. 625 inches.
One galvanometer was attached to each of the four potentiometers,
one galvanometer was connected to the rotational speed pickup,
and one was connected to the static accelerometer. The six
galvanometers were attached to a direct writing oscillograph to
record the above parameters during the test.
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6.0	 REQUIREMENTS, PROCEDURES, AND RESULTS
6.2.2	 (continued)
The fotr galvanometers attached to the linear potentiometers
were cat^,brated to resistance changes equivalent to 0, 0. 1,
0. 2, 0. 3, and 0.4 inches of deflection. The maximum sensi-
tivity was set such that 0 . 4 inch deflection equalled three
inches.
The galvanometer attached to the static accelerometer was shunt
calibrated at levels equivalent to 4. 53, 9. 06, and 18. 04g. The
maximum sensitivity was set such that 20g acceleration was equal
to two inches.
The rocket motor was then bolted to the holding fixture and the
motor temperature measured at two locations just prior to
starting the test. The two measurement points were the forward
end and the aft end.
(Photographs 1 through 4 illustrate the test specimen mounted on
the centrifuge for acceleration testing. )
The centrifuge was then started and rotated to a speed that sub-
jected the rocket motor, at center of gravity, to an acceleration
of 20 fl gravity units. The rotational speed of the centrifuge was
increased from zero to tent level, held at test level for approxi-
mately 1. 5 minutes, and decreased to zero within a period of ten
minutes.
During the ten-minute acceleration period, the direct writing
oscillograph was operated at a paper speed of four inches per
second.
Following the acceleration test, the rocket motor was removed
from the holding fixture and visually examined for evidence of
physical or mechanical damage.
Aft-
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6. 0	 REQUIREMENTS, PROCEDURES, AND RESULTS
6. 2. 3	 Test Resuas
The rocket motor sustained no visible physical or n%chanical
damage. 40
0'J"W
The acceleration oscilloe:-aph recording was evaluated for maxi-
mum acceleration levei and duration.
The results of the recordings of the four linear potentiometers
shall be determined and evaluated by personnel of ASPC.
Results of the acceleration test are presented on the test data
sheets included in this report as Pages 12 through 19.
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PHOTOGRAPH 1
SV M- 3 ROCKET MOTOR
ACCELERATION TEST SETUP
(Pre-Test)
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SVM-3 ROCKET MOTOR
ACCELERATION TEST SETUP
(Pre-Test)
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PHOTOGRAPH -I
SVA1-3 ROC KF:T X1OTOR
ACCELERATION TEST SETUP
(Post Test)
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EXHIBIT I
DATAC RAFT, INC.  I0
WWWAMM
IRANSDUCER CALIBRAT1ON
Model No
	 4(- LQc_ ^^1
	
Serial No.	 ( .,?qe(
Range
	 Q— fi v?SCr
	
A!inufacturer_ ('F	 _
Max. Excitation Voltage
	 !C:;.pJ	 DC
	
AC
Input Terminals 1 1a 4 (iy I,&) Resistance 3 -as oJt
Output Terminals 0 243 (6•C) Resistance 3—,p -a
SENSITIVITY:
Millivolts "J? j',	 Excitation s%)QC	 Applied Load
LINEARITY 8 HYSTERESIS: Temperature 73 cjc-
Units	 Millivolts
	
Millivolts
p	 (Down)—
Linearity	 . 16 22,
	
_
Hysteresis	 . 1 to p'n
PSID:
Millivolt Shift
At Line Pressure of
CALIBRATION FACTOR:
Resistance	 Millivolts	 Units
.;:? Svw _	 /. 2.3	 /-V-?
/ LCrK	 `/ 3 a	 _—^
Tested by	 Approvai uy azz-t?tl
Date
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VIBRATION TEST PLAN
FOR 1111,
STLKILIZABLE: SOLID ROCK1.1' MOTOR
13 May 1974
(I;lI1'`II,I 1.ON 'IiNV"tS ;^fl^<t 7tiT^'1'1'f ^I^l
Prcparcd by
T. I ,	Dt.0-ovich
Sr, Lngineering Specialist
Uy ►amics 4350
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I.	 INTRODUCTION
This test plan describes the vibration test setups, accelerometer
instrumentation plans, and test procedures that will be used in conducting
the sinusoidal and random vibration tests of one sterilizable solid rocket
motor in accordance with the test requirements specified in Article 1,
Lxhibit "A", of JPL Contract No. 953848.
The test motor will consist of an unfired SVM-3 titanium motor case
in which the live ANB-3438 propellant and SD-886 liner are structurally
attached to the insulated motor case by means of a 33-disc rubber propellant
retention system.
The test motor will not contain a nozzle or igniters. The design
details of the SVM-3 motor case and propellant grain configuration are
shown in ASPC Drawing No. 1150644. The design details of the 33-disc
rubber propellant retention system are shown in ASPC Drawing No. 1150643.
The sterilizable motor is unique and different from all the previously
tested ASPC space vehicle motors (SVM-1 through SVF1-6) because of the
rubber propellant retention system. The propellant retention system is
incorporated into the design of the motor to enable the motor to with-
stand a sterilization temperature of 175°F without inducing thermal
failure stresses In the propellant-liner-case bond system.
For this reason, emphasis in this motor vibration test program will
be directed towards obtaining sinusoidal and random vibration input and
response measurements of the motor case and propellant that could be used
to characterize the dynamic response behavior of the propellant retention
system. The resonant frequencies, dynamic amplification factors, and
corresponding mode shapes of the motor case and propellant obtained from
the 1-G Sire Survey Tests will be evaluated with respect to the results
of the pre-test propellant and propellant retention system stress analysis.
Page 1
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1, introduction (cont.)
The failure limits associated with sinusoidal and random vibration test
conditions will be established and a set of sinusoidal and random vi-
bration test input spectra that would give the motor a 5U/50 chance of
survival when subjected to Lite selected sinusoidal and random vibration
test conditions will be determined.
If the vibration test input spectra that would give the motor a
50/50 chance of survival are excessively more severe than the vibration
test input spectra that are generally specified for vibration tests c
similar type of Apogee kick motors (SVhI-1 through SVM-6), a set of
realistic sinusoidal and random vibration test input spectra will be
selected for the sterilizable motor vibration test program that represent
Lite maximum vibration input environments that are associated with the
launch/boost phase of a space vehicle.
The obje,tives of the JPL sterilization motor vibration test pro-
gram are:
A. To determine the resonant frequencies, dynamic amplification
factors of the motor and establish Lite dynamic response behavior of the
propellant retention system.
B. To evaluate the results of the motor vibration tests with
respect to the pre-test motor stress analysis and determine the vibration
Lest conditions that would induce motor failure.
C. To determine a set of sinusoidal and random vibration test
input spectra that would give the motor a 50/50 chance of survival when
subjected to the selected vibration test environments.
Page 2
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1, Introduction (cont.)
U.	 To conduct the motor vibration test using sinusoidal and random
vibration test input spectra that would give the motor a 5U/5U chance of
survival, or if this test is unrealistically severe, conduct the vibration
tests of the motor using a less severe vibration test input environment
that represents a realistic and reasonable overtest c: c idition of the motor.
The SVM-3 Titanium motor case, the rigid magnesium test support
fixture, and the magnesium transverse axis drive and attach tooling have been
used successfully during the 1969-1970 sinusoidal and random vibration
testing of a series of SVM-3 development and qualificatio.i test motors.
The SVM-3 test fixtures and drive/attach tooling were designed and fabri-
cated by Kimball Industries, Inc., Covina, Calif., to be compatible with
the Ling Model A-249 electrodynamic exciter.
The 1-G Sine Survey tests will be completed in each of the two
motor test axes prior to the initiation of any full-level sinusoidal or
random vibration endurance testing. This procedure is considered neces-
sary to ensure that the fundamental frequency and modal response charac-
teristics of the motor and propellant are obtained in each motor test
axis during this program for an applied low-level 1 -6 constant sinusoidal
acceleration input level.
All vibration testing of Lite sterilizable motor will be conducted
at ambient temperatures. The responses of all attached accelerometers
will be continuously recorded on a magnetic tape recorded throughout each
sine survey, sine endurance, and random vibration endurance test.
Comprehensive radiographic inspections of the test motor will be
conducted prior to the start of, and at the completion oi, the vibration
test program.
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I, Introduction (cont.)
the test motor will not be static fired at the completion of the
vibration test program.
II.	 VIBRATION TEST SETUPS
A.	 GENERAL
The sterilizable motor is spherical in shape, weighs about
152 lb, and has a diameter of 18 in.
The motor case is made from bA14V titanium and the case
thicknes: varies from 0.031-O.U36-in. except in the thickened regions
of the equators and the bosses where the case thickness reaches a maxi-
mum of 0.045-in.
The test motor will not contain a nozzle or igniters durinK
this test program.
Live ANB-3438 propellant and the SD-886 liner will be attached
to the insulated motor case by means of a 33-disc rubber propellant re-
tention system.
The motor will be bolted to the rigid magnesium test fixture
at its three motor mounting lugs and will be maintained in a vertical,
It
	 up" during both the thrust (x) and transverse y axis testing.
See Figures 1 and 2.
The motor case and propellant grain configuration are described
in ASPC Drawing No. 1150644 and the propellant grain configuration is des-
cribed in ASPC Drawing No. 1150643.
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11, Vibration 'lest Setups (cont.)
'B.	 THRUST (X) AXIS VIBRATION TEST SETUP
The sterilizable motor will be bolted to the split steel ring
at the top surface of the magnesium test support fixture through the three
motor mounting lugs as shown in Figure 1. Design details of the magnesium
test support fixture and the split steel ring are described in ASPC Drawing
No. E-1104189.
The base of the magnesium test fixture containing the test motor
will be bolted directly to the upper surface of the moving element of the
Ling Model A-249 electrodynamic exciter as shown in Figure 1.
The specified x (thrust) axis sine and random vibration input
spectra will be applied by the electrodynamic exciter to the base of the
magnesium test support fixture along an axis parallel to the thrust axis
of the motor.
The following tabulation is a weights summary of the thrust (x)
axis test configuration:
Component
	
Wei'.1t (lb)
0
Motor
Magnesium Test Fixture
Split Steel Fixture
Motor Mounting Ring
Ling A-249 Exciter
Moving Element
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11 , Vllirst Icon Test 6wtupn (cunt.)
C.	 TRANSVERSE Y (90°-270 0 ) AXIS VIBRATION TEST SETUP
The test motor will be bolted in a "nozzle up" vertical attitude
to the split steel ring at the top of the magnesium test support fixture
throul,h the three motor mounting lugs. A 3/4-in. thick magnesium slip plate
will be bolted to the base of the magnesium test support fixture. The base
of the magnesium slip plate will be placed on the oil film surface of the
vibration slip table.
The exciter system will be rotated 90° about its trunnion axis
and the Kimball Industries, inc., magnesium driver bar (P/N 6014) will be
bolted at its base to the moving clement of the Ling Model A-249 electro-
dynamic exciter. The structural attacluuent of the magnesium test support
fixture to the magnesium driver bar will be made through the magnesium tool
plate (ASPC Drawing No. E-1104189). A schematic view of the transverse y
(90°-270°) test setup is shown in Figure 2.
The following tabulation is a weight summary of the transverse
y (90°-270 0 ) axis test configuration;
Component
	
Weight (lh)
Motor 152
Split Steel Ring 39
Magnesium Test Fixture 330
Magnesium Driver Bar 17J
Magnesium Drive Plate 42
Magnesium Slip Plate 60
Exciter Moving Element 400
1184
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II, C, Trans- rae y (90'-210') Axis Vibration Test Setup (cons.)
The specified transverse y axis sine and random vibration input
spectra will be applied by the electrodynamic exciter to the magnesium test
support fixture along an axis par.311el to the 90'-270° motor axis.
III.	 VIBRATION TEST INSTRUMENTATION
A.	 THRUST (X) AXIS 1NSTRUMENIATION
Six crystal accelerometers having flat frequency response
characteristics over a frequency range of 5 to 2000 Hz will be mounted on
the test support fixture, the motor case, and the propellant bore as shown
in Figure 1.
The specific locations and orientations of the six x (thrust)
axis accelerometers are described in the following table;
ACCELEROMETER INSTRUMENTATION PLAN
STERILIZABLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
X (THRUST) AXIS INSTRUMENTATION
Accelerometer
t	 Designation Accelerometer Location
A- 1 -X On the top surface of the split steel ring that is
(Input Control) bolted to the magnesium test fixture and	 immediately
adjacent +0 the motor mounting lug at 90°.
A-2-X On the apex of the exterior surface of 	 the motor
forward dome.
A-3-X On the motor aft dome at 90° and adjacent to the
nozzle boss.	 Accelerometer A-3-X will be mounted
" so that its sensitive axis will be parallel 	 to the
thrust	 (x) axis of	 the motor.
A-4-X On the centerline of	 the propellant bore at a dis-
tance of	 12.48"	 from the aft surface of	 the nozzle
boss.
A-5-X On the propellant bore at 90° 	 and	 7.49" from the aft
surface of	 the	 nozzle boss.
A-6-X On the propellant bore at 90° 	 and 2.70" from the aft
surface of	 the nozzle boss.
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III, Vibration Test Inotrumentation (coat.)
}	 B.	 TRANSVERSE Y (90'-210') AXIS INSTRUMENTATION
Six crystal accelerometers having flat frequency response
characteristics over a frequency range of 5-2000 llz will be mounted on
the test support fixture, the motor case, and on the propellant bore as
shown in kigure 2.
The specific locations and orientations of the six transverse
y axis accelerometers are described In the following table:
ACCELEROMETER 1NSTRUMEN'IATION PLAN
STERILILABLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
TRANSVERSE Y (90°-270 0 ) AXIS INSTRUMENTATION
Accelerometer
Designation	 Accelerometer location
	
A-1-Y	 On the top surface of the split steel ring that is
(Input Control)	 bolted to the magnesium test fixture and mounted
adjacent to the motor mounting lug at 90°.
	
A-2-Y	 One the apex of the external surface of the motor
forward dome.
	
A-3-Y	 On the motor aft dome at 90 0 and adjacent to the
nozzle boss. Accelerometer A-3-Y will be mounted
so that its sensitive axis is parallel to the trans-
verse y (90°-270°) axis of the motor.
A-4-Y On the centerline of the propellant bore at a dis-
tance of 12.48" from the aft surface of the nozzle
boss.
	
A-5-Y	 On the propellant bore at 90° and 7.49" from the aft
surface of the nozzle boss.
	
A-6-Y	 On the propellant bore at 90° and 2.70" from the aft
surface of the nozzle boss.
fi
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1V.	 V1BRATIUN UST PROCLURES
A .	 GENERAL
This vibration test program differs from conventional vibration
qualification test programs from the standpoint that the sinusoidal and
r.indom vibration endurance test input spectra are not specified in the
Exhibit "A" Statem:at of ' !— rk c' JPL Contract No. 953848.
One o"jeccive of this vibration test prog.am Is to determine
a set of sir• uscidal and random vibration test conditions that ,could giv:
the motor a 50/50 chance of survival wLen subjected to the selected test
envlr^inmer,ts. In the event that the vibration test environment that would
give the motor a 50/50 chance of survival is excessively and unrealistically
more acvcr:. than vibration test environments that are generally specified
fur aimilar types of Apogee Kick motor, a set of realistic sinusoidal and
random vibration test conditions will be selected for the motor test pro-
gram that represent a realistic and reasonable overtest condition.
The sinusoidal and random vibration test environments that
will be considered for possible application to the JPL sterilizable motor
will. be
 derived :rom those that have been applied to the ASPC SAM-1 through
SV11-6 space vehicle motors during past solid rocket motor vibration test
programs.
The vibraLion test environments that have been applied during
the past 10 years to the various ASPC Apogee Kick motors represent the
sinusoidal and random vibration en •. , ironments that are imposed at the
structural interface between the Apogee kick motors and the Spacecraft
during launch of a Communicat i ons Satellite and other types of space sur-
veillance vehicles.
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The vibration and shock test envirunments that have been
specified for the t.--eviously completed Apogee Kick motor test programs
are of short durations that are generally less tLan four minutes/motor
test axis.
The final selection of the thrust and transverse axis sine
and random vibration endurance test input spectra will he made after
the 1-6 Sine Survey tests have been completed on each motor test axis.
This selection will be based ou the results of 1-G Sire Survey tests
and the pre-test motor stress analysis.
The vibration test sequences and procedures that will be
used to accomplish the objectives of this vibration tes'. program are
described in the following sections of this test plan.
B.	 VIBRATION TEST SEQUENCE
The following types of vibration tests will be perfor.-.:u' on
the test moto:: in the following listed test sequence;
1. Transverse y (90 0 -270 0 ) Axis l-G Sine Survey Test
2. Thrust (x) Axis 1-G Sine Survey Test
3. Thrust (x) Axis Sinusoidal Sweep Vibration Endurance
Test
4. Thrust (x) Axis Random Vibration Endurance T.st
S,	 Transverse y (90°-210') Sinusoidal Sweep Vibratiou
Endurance Test
6.	 Trausverse y (90'-270') Random Vibration Endurance
Test
Pag- 10
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I V. VII. tit 1 Litt Is , at Prsit uJoirs-rt (ronl .)
C,	 1-C SINE SURVEY vlbkATION UST PROCEDURES
/
	
	
Each nine sweep survey test will consist of one sine sweep up
from 10-2000 HL at a constant 1-g (zero-to-peak) input acceleration level
`	 using a logarithmic sweep rate of two octaves/min.
The appli , .d ± 1.0g input level will be controlled and monitored
at the input control accelerometer A-1-X during Elie X-axis sine sweep survey
test ane at input control accelerometer A-1-Y during the Y-axis sine sweep
survey test.
The output signal of the input control accelerometer will be
displayed on an oscilloscope during, the 1-C sine survey test and the ampli-
tude and wave form of the input control signal will be monitored throughout
each 1-C Sine Survey Test.
The responses of all six accelerometers will be continuously
recorded on a magnetic tape recorder throughout eaeli 1 -G Sine Survey Test.
After each sine survey test has been completed, all six channels
of acceleration response data recorded during each sine survey test will be
played back nrough a 20-Hz bandwidth tracking filter onto an x-y plotter.
The six acceleration versus frequency x-y plots will be analyzed
by the "on-site" ASI'C Dynamics Engineer and the frequency response data
obtained from the 6 x-y plots will be evaluated with respect to the results
of Elie pre-test motor and propellant retention system stress analysis.
Failure limits of the propellant or the 33-disc propellant retention system
with respect to both sinusoidal and random vibration input spectra will be
established.
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IV, C. I-G Sine Survey Vibration Test Procedures (cont.)
A sinusoidal sweep vibration endurance test input spectrum and
a random vibration endurance test input spectrum that will give the motor
a 50/50 chance of survival, or a less severe test environment that consti-
1
Lutes a reasonable over-test condition will then be specified for each of
the two motor test axes.
D.	 SINUSOIDAL SWLEP VIBRAIIUN ENDURANCE TEST PROCEDUKE
Based upon past ASPC vibration test experience with 6 previ-
ously completed Apogee Kick motor vibration test programs, and knowledge
of typical sinusoidal vibration environments generated during the launch
phase of a space vehicle, a sinusoidal sweep vibration endurance test will
be selected for each motor test axis.
The sinusoidal sweep vibration endurance test for each motor
test axis will consist of one sweep up from 10-2000 Iz using a logarithmic
sweep rate of two octaves/min. The establishment of the maximum accelera-
tion input levels and the shape of input spectrum to be applied to each
motor test axis will be specified prior to Lite start of each sinusoidal
sweep vibration endurance test.
fhe test procedures to be used during each sinusoidal sweep
vibration endurance test are identical to those described above for the
1-C Sine Survey tests.
The response of the six accelerometers will be continuously
recorded on a magnetic tape recorder during each sinusoidal sweep vibra-
tion endurance test.
the time required to sweep from 10 to 2000 Hz at a logarithmic
sweep rate of two octaves/min, is 3.82 min.
L'abe 12
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:,I slum iItdaI sweep Vi brut iI'll I.nuur.ince 'test Procedure (ront.0
Filtered (20 Ilz ba . sdwidth tracking; filter) x-y acceleration-
versus-frequency x-y plots of the responses of the 6 attached accelerometers
will be made from tape playbacks of the accelerometer data that were re-
corded during the sinusoidal weep vibration test. The 6 x-y plots will be
analyzed by the "on-site" ASPC Dynamic Engineer and the acceleration-
frequency response data obtained from the 6 x-y plots will be compared
with corresponding x-y plots obtained from the 1-G Sine Survey tests.
These data will be evaluated with respect to the pre-test motor stress
analysis results and the specified random vibraticn endurance test input
spectrum. Final selection of the random vibration endurance test input
spectrum will be made after this evaluation has been completed.
E.	 RANDOM VIBRATION LNDURANCL TEST PROCEDURES
The following random vibration tests will he conducted over a
test frequency range of 20-2000 liz in the following test sequence:
1. "Closed Loop" equalization checkout using the specified
random vibration endurance test input spectrum.
2. Low-level ( 1 0 db uown) equalization test.
3. A 15-sec full-level random vibration test using the
specified rardom vibration endurance test input spectrum.
4. A full-level random vibration endurance test of 1.75-min.
Lest duration.
The specified random vibration input spectra will be controlled
and monitored at input control accelerometer A-1-X during the x (thrust)
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IV. E. Random Vibration Endurance Test Procedures (cunt.)
axis random vibration tests and at input control accelerometer A-1-Y during
the transverse y-axis random vibration tests.
The responses of 6 accelerometers will be continously recorded
on a magnetic tape recorder during the low-level equalization, the 15 sec
full level random, and 1.75-min. full level random vibration tests.
Power spectral density analyses (50 Hz or narrower analyzer
filter bandwidth) will be made for all 6 channels of random response data
recorded in each motor test axis. The overall g-rms level will be deter-
mined for each data channel analyzed and the numerical value of the overall
K-rms level will be entered on each PSD plot.
F.	 VI13 ATION TEST TOLLRANCES
1. Sinusoidal Vibration 'rests
The sinusoidal vibration input amplitudes shall be with
+ 10% of specified input levels.
All vibration frequencies shall be within + 2%, or
+ 1/2 Hz below 20 Hz.
2. Random Vibration Tests
The specified random vibration input spectra shall be
within + 3 db over the test range of 20-2000 Hz.
The applied overall g--rms level of the specified random
vibration input spectra shall be within + 107 of the specified overall
g-rms level.
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IV. F, Vibration Test Tolerances (cont.)
The on-line, contiguous filter of the equalization/analysis
system shall have a filter bandwidth of SO liz, maximum.
V. VIBRATION DATA REQUIREMENTS
The number of x-y (acceleration versus frequency) plots and P.S.L.
(Power Spectral Density versus Frequency) plots required at the completion
of this vibration test program are:
0 No.	 of x-yTest Type Plots Required
y-Axis 1-C
Survey Test 6
x-Axis 1-G
Survey Test 6
x-Aiis Sine
Endurance Test 6
x-Axis Random
Endurance Test
y-Axis Sine
Endurance Test
y-Axis Random
Endurance Test
No. of PSD
Plots Required
6
6
6
Total	 18
	
18
VI.	 PHOTOGRAPHIC REQUIREMENTS
Still photographs will be taken to show the following:
A.	 Overall views of the test setup used in conductirg the vibra-
tion tests in the thrust and one transverse axes of the motor.
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B. Close-up views of all externally r,ounted accelerometers.
C. If damage or structural f:tlure occurs, close-up views of
the damaged or failed parts will be taken.
A minimum of four views will be taken for each test set-up.
Three glossy prints, size 8-1/2 x 11" of each photograph will be pro-
vided, complete with identification, date, and caption.
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